PROPOSITION 22 HAS BEEN GOOD FOR

DRIVERS, SMALL BUSINESSES
+ CALIFORNIANS
In November 2020, nearly 60% of California voters passed Proposition 22 with support
across political parties, ethnicity, ideology and region.
Prop 22 is a win-win, providing drivers with flexibility that they demand and new benefits to
improve app-based work.
That’s why Prop 22 is supported by nearly 120,000 drivers, and a diverse coalition of more
than 140 social justice, senior, community, public safety, business, consumer and veterans
organizations.

DRIVERS OVERWHELMINGLY SUPPORT PROP 22
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BY MORE THAN A 6-TO-1 MARGIN

87% of drivers say they support Prop 22.
88% of drivers said Prop 22 “had been good for them.”
76% of drivers said Prop 22 “increased my pay.”
87% of drivers agree Prop 22 “should be protected by the courts.”
84% of drivers said they would recommend other states pass
laws like Prop 22.

PROP 22 HAS BEEN AN

ECONOMIC LIFELINE FOR DRIVERS
Prop 22 saved 900,000 work opportunities from being
eliminated.2

808,469 Californians turned to app-based rideshare and
delivery work for the first time during the pandemic.3
$4 billion in total earnings was paid to 1.3 million California drivers
working with app-based platforms in first year of pandemic.3
APP-BASED PLATFORMS HELPED

SMALL BUSINESSES SURVIVE THE PANDEMIC
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More than 117,000 local restaurants, grocers, retailers and small
businesses used app-based services in 2020.
These merchants earned $9.1 billion in revenue through appbased platforms during the pandemic.

VOTERS STILL STRONGLY SUPPORT
PROP 22

59%

of voters say they would vote Yes if Prop 22 was on the ballot again,
according to a September 2021 poll.

Majority support holds across party lines and ethnicity, including:
65% of No Party Preference

59% of Democrats

64% of voters of color

64% of Hispanic voters
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